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Make Your Large-Scale Macramé Dreams Come True If you’ve ever seen a stunning piece of
macramé and dreamed of someday being able to make your own . . . now you can! Consider
this book your master class on creating large-scale macramé. Natalie Ranae is renowned for
her large custom designs. As the follow-up to her bestselling introductory book Macramé at
Home, here she takes things up a notch. Combining her years of design expertise and friendly
teaching style, Natalie guides you step by step through 12 amazing pieces. From floor-to-
ceiling backdrops for your wedding or special event to impressive wall art and multi-plant
hangers for your home, these designs are big, bold, beautiful and guaranteed to make an
unforgettable statement in any space. Natalie also shares two design tutorials for her most
popular macramé pieces: headboards.These showstopping pieces are best suited for those
with previous experience in macramé. The process is achievable thanks to Natalie’s detailed
directions and step-by-step photos. Whether you recreate the designs exactly as shown, make
your own modifications or use this as an inspiring look-book, every page will have you
swooning over Natalie’s boho-chic style and the intricate details in these stunning macramé
pieces.



CREATE STUNNING LARGE-SCALE WALL ART, HEADBOARDS, BACKDROPS AND PLANT
HANGERS WITH STEP-BY-STEP TUTORIALSSTATEMENTmacraménatalieranaeMACRAMÉ
ARTIST AND INSTRUCTOR,AUTHOR OF MACRAMÉ AT HOMEBegin ReadingTable of
ContentsAbout the AuthorCopyright PageThank you for buying thisPage Street Publishing Co.
ebook.To receive special offers, bonus content,and info on new releases and other great
reads,sign up for our newsletters.Or visit us online atThe author and publisher have provided
this e-book to you for your personal use only. You may not make this e-book publicly available
in any way. Copyright infringement is against the law. If you believe the copy of this e-book you
are reading infringes on the author’s copyright, please notify the publisher at: .dedicationTO
EVERYONE WHO SUPPORTED MY FIRST BOOK. AND TO THE LOVE OF MY LIFE, THE
MAN I WOULD NEVER WANT TO LIVE WITHOUT: SHAWN.INTRODUCTIONI truly love
working on large pieces of macramé. The satisfaction you get when you finally take a step back
and look at what you created with your own two hands is worth all the hard work! Whenever I
finish a new large-scale macramé piece, I feel happy knowing that I challenged myself in a new
way and learned more from the process. Turning something as ordinary as rope into a beautiful
and interesting design on an impressively large scale is just so satisfying.Over the last few
years I’ve taught a lot of introductory macramé workshops to hundreds of students, and in
every single class I’ve noticed that many people were there because they aspired to make
large-scale pieces. However, I would also have many people messaging me later to ask for
help tackling these big projects with questions like, “How long should my initial rope lengths
be?” or “How do I even get started planning a big piece of macramé?” Creating large-scale or
statement macramé pieces is somewhat of an art form in and of itself, because it comes with a
unique set of challenges and concepts that you might not encounter while making a small wall
hanging or plant hanger. After many years of experience, I have figured out some techniques,
tips and tricks that work well for me, and I’m so excited to share them with you in this book!I’ve
been fortunate to have the opportunity to create a variety of large macramé pieces for a
number of different purposes. I’ve taken that experience and channeled it into twelve large
projects in this book that can be used in homes, for special events like weddings and parties,
and anywhere else you can dream up!This book contains projects that suit different styles and
skill levels, from intermediate to expert. If you already know a few macramé knots and have
experience creating a small macramé wall hanging or plant hanger, then this is the book for
you! However, if you’re completely new to macramé, you can still make these pieces, as I have
included instructions for every knot in the Knots and Patterns Guide. Just keep in mind that you
may find things to be a bit more challenging at the beginning, as there will be a steeper
learning curve. I’m confident that you’ll succeed if you give yourself the time and take things
step by step, but if you still find yourself having trouble with the projects in this book, then I’d
recommend picking up a copy of my first book, Macramé at Home, which contains some
smaller projects specifically designed for beginners.I am so excited for you to dive into this
book, and I can’t wait to see your completed projects! If you post any photos on social media,
please tag me so that I can see your beautiful creations! You can find me mostly on Instagram
at @natalie_ranae and sometimes on Facebook at facebook.com/natalieranaehome.have
questions?Community can be so helpful! If you ever feel stuck or have a question about a
project or instruction in this book, chances are someone else might have had the same
question! I always do my best to try and answer any questions, but since I am only one person
I thought it would be helpful to create a Facebook group where you can post and ask questions



about this book (and my last one, Macramé at Home)! If you are interested in joining this
group, just search “Natalie Ranae Macramé Book Community” on Facebook and request to join!
Please respect that all of the projects and instructions in this book are my original designs. I’ve
created them for your personal use and kindly request that you not sell the finished products.
Thank you so much for respecting my work in this way!GETTING STARTED MAKING LARGE-
SCALE MACRAMÉGETTING SET UPMy typical setup when working on macramé is an
adjustable clothing rack on wheels with two S hooks that hang from the rack and hold the
piece. How you work on larger-scale projects really depends on the size of the piece. You’ll be
surprised at how much you can do on one of these clothing racks, and you can even use two
or three racks lined up next to each other to support a really long piece.Another option that I
find helpful and inexpensive is using two long wall brackets designed for shelves or hanging
plants. I attach them to the wall at the desired height and around 7 feet (2.1 m) or so apart and
place a thick wood dowel around 8 feet (2.5 m) in length across the two brackets. I then hang
the piece of macramé from S hooks, or two strings tied at incremental heights. Another setup
I’ve used in a larger studio space is a canoe hoist pulley system typically designed for use in
garages. This worked incredibly well as I could adjust the hanging height really easily and it
could support the weight of a large piece, which is something you should consider when
working on the projects in this book. The weight of rope can add up quickly, so keep that in
mind for whatever setup you’re using. Any of these setups work for alternating between
standing and sitting.BEFORE YOU STARTI use a measuring tape, scissors and masking tape
for every project in this book, so these won’t be listed in the tools or materials section. Make
sure you have them for each project. I use masking tape on the ends of most of my cords, to
keep the rope from unraveling while I work.Cut and prep most or all of your rope before
starting. It’s like batch working—most of the time it’s easier and faster to do it all at once when
you’re already set up and in the flow of prepping. It can be helpful to hang the cords in half from
an S hook to keep them organized. In a pinch, I’ll lay them out on the floor in rows.I like to put a
dowel through the hole of the spool of rope and put that through a milk crate or over a large
storage bin. This allows the spools to freely spin while cutting the rope lengths. Secure the
ends of your rope by placing a piece of masking tape around the rope and cutting in the middle
of the tape. This will help keep the rope from unraveling when you’re pulling the cords through
each knot.KNOT TIPS FOR WORKING LARGEBundle your cords when they’re really long
here. I personally only do this when the cords are too long to work with. If it only takes a couple
of pulls to work the rope through a knot, then I would rather let them pile on the floor and leave
them unbundled.Make sure you tie the knots the easier way depending on the rope lengths.
Check to see if there are any helpful hits in the Knots and Patterns Guide for certain knots
you’re working with. This can save you a lot of time! See, for example, the double half hitch
method. Even though you may know how to tie some of these knots already, I think it’s worth
checking each knot’s tutorial for any project you’re working on to make sure you know the best
practices and tricks!Everyone ties their knots and keeps their tension between knots a little
differently. This could affect the rope lengths needed for a project. Though I have built in a little
buffer room in each project, it could be helpful to add an extra foot (30 cm) or so to each rope
length to account for any differences. If you’re new to macramé, you should consider practicing
these knots before tackling your first project.Take breaks and stretch. Macramé is deceptively
hard on your body and involves a lot of repetitive movements! Since I do this full-time, I see my
massage therapist and chiropractor regularly. Make sure to take care of your body!FIGURING
OUT THE WEIGHT OF A LARGE MACRAMÉ PIECEWhen it comes time to hang a finished
large piece of macramé, it is important to consider the weight of it before deciding how to hang



it. Macramé can be deceptively heavy, and you would never want it to fall and break or hurt
someone! The simplest way to figure out its weight is to hold it while standing on a bathroom
scale. Then subtract your body weight from the total weight. Once you know how much it
weighs, you can choose the right method for hanging and the appropriate screws and drywall
anchors. See here for my method for installing wall hangings.USE LEFTOVER OR SCRAP
ROPEUse leftover or scrap rope whenever possible. This can be helpful when making things
like a fringe overlay and can save you a lot of money and significantly reduce your waste, as
done with the Annalise Backdrop. It’s inevitable that you’ll have leftover rope, even if you try
your best to avoid it.Here are some ideas for making use of this rope so it doesn’t go to waste:
use it for fringes, tassels and tufting, make mini wall hangings or send it to someone to process
and spin it into repurposed yarn. I save A LOT of rope to use on future projects, and it has
saved me from having to buy new rope on so many occasions!USEFUL TERMS AND
PHRASESWorking cords: When tying a knot, these are the cords you are handling and
physically using to tie the knot. For example, the working cords are the two cords on the
outside of four cords used to tie a square knot.Filler cords: These are the cords that knots are
being tied around. They are typically the cords in the middle of the knots. For example, the two
filler cords are in the middle of a square knot.“Tight to the row/knots before”: This phrase refers
to the space left between each row or knot and is indicating for you to leave no space. This
means the knots row after row are tied with no space in between each knot and row.“Vs or
Upside-down/inverted Vs”: This refers to a shape created by the knots in a specific pattern that
resembles the shape of an upright V or upside-down V. It’s an easier way to reference parts
throughout a project here.Fringe: The frayed unraveled rope usually at the bottom of the piece
here.Unravel: This refers to undoing a piece of rope. See my method for unraveling rope.Gap:
This refers to leaving a specified amount of space between two rows or knots.headboards &
WALL HANGINGSMacramé wall hangings and headboards make for great focal points and
elevate any space they occupy. They’re quite often one of the first things people notice in a
room, so I’m certain you’ll be fielding a lot of compliments about these projects, wherever you
choose to display them.A macramé headboard is the only large-scale piece that has been
permanently hanging in my house over the last few years. It has stayed above my bed all this
time because it is visually interesting and complex, yet also delicate, soft to the touch and
inviting. It’s also the statement macramé piece that I’ve received the most questions about from
makers, so I’m happy to finally share instructions here to help you create one or two for
yourself!There’s a wide variety of styles in this chapter because I wanted to create unique
designs that could fit with different looks. From geometric to boho, there’s something in here for
everyone.HARVEST HEADBOARDThere’s something about a macramé headboard that
everyone seems to love, myself included! I thought it was about time I created a unique design
for you to make and hang in your own home! I love the striking geometric pattern the rope
creates. Macramé brings such a warm textural element to a space, which I especially love in a
bedroom. It’s the perfect focal point above the bed and gives that irresistible boho-chic charm
you’re looking for!tip: If you would like to make it wider (width wise) before starting, simply get a
longer dowel, cut 10, 20 or 30 more cords (working in sections of 10 to expand the pine tree
pattern properly) of -inch (5-mm) three-strand rope, each 108 inches (274 cm) long, and add
them to the dowel following the same pattern.skill level: intermediateDIMENSIONS59½ inches
(151 cm) wide x 15 inches (38 cm) highMATERIALS AND TOOLSAbout 566 feet (173 m) of -
inch (5-mm) three-strand rope1 wooden dowel 70 inches (178 cm) longAbout 46 feet (14 m) of -
inch (1.5-mm) three-strand ropeLarge-eye needleScrews for hangingKNOTS USEDLark’s
Head KnotHorizontal Double Half HitchAlternating Square KnotSquare KnotPine Tree



PatternDouble Half HitchOverhand KnotCut 60 pieces of -inch (5-mm) three-strand rope, each
108 inches (274 cm) long. Fold each piece in half and attach to the dowel with a lark’s head
knot. When attaching the rope, position the cords so each cord is just slightly touching each
other, leaving 6¼ inches (16 cm) of empty wooden dowel on both sides.Then cut 4 pieces of -
inch (5-mm) three-strand rope, each 78 inches (198 cm) long.Tie 120 horizontal double half
hitches, with every cord, around 1 of the 78-inch (198-cm)-long pieces of rope, acting as the
filler cord. Make sure to tie the double half hitches tight to the lark’s head knots above. Leave
about a 7-inch (17.5-cm) tail on both sides on the filler cord.Tie 3 rows of alternating square
knots, tight to the row above. Be sure to tie the square knot rows tight to each other, leaving no
space between each knot.Tie 120 horizontal double half hitches, with every cord, around 1
more of the cut 78-inch (198-cm)-long pieces of rope, acting as the filler cord. Make sure to tie
the double half hitches tight to the row above. Leave about a 7-inch (17.5-cm) tail on both sides
on the filler cord.Counting 8 cords over, using the next 4 adjacent cords to the right, tie one
square knot tight to the row above.Using the first cord on either side of the square knot you just
tied as your new working cords, tie a square knot around the same filler cords from your
previous square knot. Leave the previous square knots’ working cords hanging behind. You will
have a square knot tied directly underneath the previous.Repeat step 6 seven times. You
should have a total of 9 square knots tied directly on top and beneath each other. This creates
an upside-down Pine Tree Pattern. This uses 20 cords total for one section.Repeat steps 5
through 7 six times. You should end up with 7 upside-down pine trees next to each other.Take 1
more of the cut 78-inch (198-cm)-long pieces of rope to use as a filler cord for this step. Using
the corresponding working cords left hanging behind from step 7 (working from the top square
knot working cords to the bottom), tie 1 double half hitch with the first cord. Make sure to leave
a 7-inch (17.5-cm) tail before tying your first double half hitch. Try to line up your first double
half hitch knot so that it will be directly under the last square knot from step 7. Do this by
holding the double half hitch knot even with the double half hitch above, from step 4. Adjust
your first double half hitch knot accordingly. If you are having trouble lining up the double half
hitch, it may be easier to do this step with the wall hanging lying on the floor.Using the second
corresponding working cord from step 6’s second square knot, tie another double half hitch
next to the one you just tied.Tie 8 more horizontal double half hitches, using every
corresponding working cord from step 7. Adjust the height of your knots so the row aligns right
under the square knot. Tie 10 more horizontal double half hitches, being mindful of keeping the
row at the same height.Continue tying horizontal double half hitches until you get to the end of
the row. You should have a total of 120 double half hitches. There should be an approximate 7-
inch (17.5-cm) tail on the filler cord.Tie 3 rows of alternating square knots, tight to the row
above. Be sure to tie the square knot rows tight to each other, leaving no space between each
knot.Tie 120 horizontal double half hitches, with every cord, around the last 78-inch (198-cm)-
long piece of rope, acting as the filler cord. Make sure to tie the double half hitches tight to the
row above. Leave about a 7-inch (17.5-cm) tail on both sides on the filler cord.Trim the hanging
cords to approximately 10 inches (25.5 cm) long (or your preferred length), measuring from the
last double half hitch row. It’s OK if some of your cords are shorter than 10 inches (25.5
cm).Unravel each cord to create the fringe. Follow my method to get a full-looking fringe for
three-strand rope.To create the alternating tassels: Cut 69 pieces of -inch (1.5-mm) three-
strand rope, each 8 inches (20 cm) long. Gathering 12 strands of unraveled rope together,
wrap 1 of the 8-inch (20-cm)-long pieces of rope around the gathered strands, 3 times. Make
sure to wrap the strands tight to the row of double half hitches above. Secure the wrap by tying
an overhand knot, with the ends at the back of the wall hanging. Repeat 35 times, so you have



tied 36 tassels all the way across the length of the wall hanging. Reference the photo from step
19 to see the back of these knots.To start the second row of tassels, leave 6 strands of
unraveled rope to hang at the very edge of both sides of the wall hanging. Gather 12 strands of
unraveled rope together, 6 strands from the one tassel above and 6 strands from the other
tassel above, leaving about 1 inch (2.5 cm) of space from the row of wrapped tassels above,
and tie it the same way, all the way across the wall hanging. Repeat 34 times, leaving 6 strands
at the end of the row to hang. Feel free to leave this step out if you prefer it without the tassels
—it looks good either way! If you do, you can skip to step 19.Turn the wall hanging around for
convenience (so that you are looking at the back). Unravel the ends of the filler cords from the
double half hitch rows from steps 2, 4, 12 and 14. Using a large-eye needle, sew the unraveled
ends into the back of the fourth double half hitch from the end. Repeat this with each of the
filler cords from the double half hitches, on both sides of the wall hanging.Trim the excess
cords that you sewed into the back close to the double half hitch. Trim the ends of the -inch
(1.5-mm) cord that you used to wrap the tassels close to the knot.Give a final trim to the fringe
if desired. You are finished with your wall hanging! Hang above your bed (or anywhere) and
enjoy.hanging tips:I like to hang mine with two long screws anchored in studs (or drywall
anchors that can support the weight) and place the dowel on top of the two screws. To slightly
hide the screws, place the screws in between the lark’s head knots or where the lark’s head
knots can cover the screws, so you don’t see them at all!My piece weighed 4.2 pounds (2 kg),
but to be safe you should always weigh your own finished piece. See here for an easy way to
weigh large macramé pieces.Note that if you make any adjustments to the project, it may
change the weight.LUNA WALL HANGING
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Karen, “Another great book!. I love Natalie’s work! She includes clear instructions to several
beautiful pieces. I made my daughter one of these and liked it so much I made myself one too.
There are many “Boho” style projects I can’t wait to get started on!”

Grace Schumacher, “This is a wonderful book!. I used to do macrame years and years ago. I
bought a couple of kits over the years. This book is absolutely lovely. The instructions are clear
and easy to follow. The photos for the instructions make it impossible to mess up the designs.
I am working on the Prism Curtain which is listed as an advanced skill level..I am not. I read
over the instructions then decided to attempt it. With the step by step photos it has been fun
and very relaxing. I will try to post a photo of it when I'm done. Thank you Natalie Ranae for
this wonderful book!”

Loftyes, “Love this book!!. I've been doing macrame since I was 15yr...over 40 years :-) I still
have all my original books but wanted something more "up-to-date" and this book fit the bill
perfectly. The patterns inside range from intermediate to advanced experience...so if you're a
beginner it might not be the book for you...then again...live a little and macrame to your heart's
content. Very happy with this book!”

Robyn Patzke, “Beautifully illustrated macramé book. This book has so many unique and
beautiful large scale functional decor pieces to choose from. The book has detailed step by
step patterns and pictures to guide you through the process of making a piece. It also has
instructions in the back of the book for all the different knots and technique tips. There are
extra large scale bed headboard hangers, wall art, plant hangers, curtains and I rug. I am
going to make a curtain for my guest room/office and also the round macrame' rug for the
room.  I think they will look gorgeous!!”

LV, “Best variety of patterns for all skill levels that I have found.. I have two books by this author
and they are both unique and have beautiful patterns. There are options for beginner,



intermediate and advanced skill levels. If you haven’t yet mastered a few basic knots - do not
worry they are all outlined with picture examples and step tutorials in these books as well.
Great book for anyone in my opinion”

maggie, “Helpful. Clearer photos than with the older book”

Zoe Kempson, “happy with it. happy with it”

Karolina, “Love it!. Amazing book! So beautiful, with perfect explanations”

Shawn Ragell, “Great book for macrame lovers. This book is amazing!!! The designs and
photography are both stunning and the instructions are really clear. If you're interested in taking
on some bigger macrame projects then this is the book for you. I loved her first book as well,
which was great for beginners and had smaller macrame designs.”

The book by Natalie Ranae has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 471 people have provided feedback.
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